
Week Content Objective 

  

15 
Revision for 

Mock Exams 

Mock Exam week 1 - Unit 1 ICT GCSE 

 

16 
Revision for 

Mock Exams 

Mock Exam week 2 - Unit 3 ICT GCSE 

17 Feedback Feedback on Mock papers, go over areas of concern. Q&A 

18 Feedback Feedback on Mock papers, go over areas of concern. Q&A 

19 PowerPoint 

Home Entertainment 

Understanding the use, services, input and output devices used with:  

 interactive TV pay-to-view services, interactive services, e.g. shopping, betting, voting, dating  

 gaming: online and games consoles  

 basic digital photography: technology of capturing, storing and simple manipulation of images including 

cameras, megapixels, flash memory, display devices and photo editing software.  

 webcam services  

 social networking: Information needed to create accounts, services available  

 music and sound including downloading from the Internet and related issues  

 mobile phones. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of each of these services. 

20 

 

PowerPoint/Class 

exercise 

Pupils will look at how computers can be connected to the Internet:  

 broadband  

 satellite  

 mobile communication  

 dial up  

 cable.  

Understand:  

 wireless  

 bluetooth  

 other emerging connection technologies  

 geographical Information systems (GIS).  

Pupils should be able to describe the benefits, advantages and disadvantages of these technologies. 

20 Class test 4 20 – 25 minutes. Closed book. One test per student. Teacher Marked . Differentiation by Outcome 

20 Feedback Feedback of the class test, go over areas of concern. 

21 PowerPoint Pupils should understand how to manage the desktop environment including features such as: 



 adjust window size, mouse settings, icon size, screen resolution, desktop fonts, colour, position, 

graphics, contrast and volume to meet their own needs  

 move, copy, delete, rename, files and folders  

 on-screen help  

 features of a control panel  

 print settings  

 password protection  

 shortcuts. Understand the features of and the advantages and disadvantages of:  

 online tutorials e.g. BBC bitesize  

 online assessment e.g. examinations  

 Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs). Understand the uses of input devices such as:  

 braille keyboards  

 specialist devices such as microphones  

 touch sensitive data entry devices.  

 

Understand the uses of:  

 voice recognition software  

 text to voice software  

 customised desktop environments. 

22 PowerPoint 

Data Logging 

Know when it is appropriate to:  

 update or delete records  

 sort information into Descending and Ascending order  

 search for information using single and multiple criteria.  

 

Pupils should understand the appropriate use of operators including = , < >, < , >, 'AND', 'OR', 'LIKE'.  

Have a basic understanding of data type including number, text, date, time, currency, Boolean, lists, 

picture, sound, video. Identify fields and records in a file and be able to recognise and understand the 

purpose of the 'key field'. Search for information using tools such as search engines, keyword 

searches, etc.  

 

Pupils should also understand:  the outputting of data in report formats  

 how simple calculated fields are produced  

 the purpose and suitable application of validation techniques such as 'lists', 'range checks', 'format 



checks' and 'input masks' for common fields. 

 Understand the benefits of using information handling for:  

 faster access to data  

 variety of output formats  

 data integrity. 

 password protection and password protocols  

 access rights to data  

 backup procedures. 

 

22 Class Test 6 20 – 25 minutes. Closed book. One test per student. Teacher Marked . Differentiation by Outcome 

23 Feedback Feedback of the class test, go over areas of concern. 

23 PowerPoint 

Pupils should know: 

  the process of data logging  

 different types of sensor and suitable uses for them  

 how to write a sequence of instructions to control a screen image or external device appropriately  

 the use of ICT to control and monitor areas of everyday living such as electronic toys, games, central 

heating systems, burglar alarms, smart meters, security systems 

 

Pupils should be able to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of:  computer control (non feedback) 

24 PowerPoint 

Pupils will look at the dangers associated with:  

 the disclosure of personal data  

 misuse of images  

 using inappropriate language. 

As well as understanding codes of conduct for personal protection and appropriate steps to avoid 

inappropriate disclosure of personal information: 

  how to protect data from accidental destruction  

 how to protect data from deliberate damage caused by viruses and other types of malicious damage  

 how to protect stored or transmitted data from unauthorised access. 

 

State potential health hazards when using computers. Suggest methods for prevention or reducing the 

risk of potential health hazards 

24 Class Test 8 20 – 25 minutes. Closed book. One test per student. Peer Marked. Differentiation by Outcome 

25 Feedback Feedback of the class test, go over areas of concern. 



25 
Practice Test 

Unit 1 

Practice Test Paper for Unit 1 - marked in class feedback given 

25 
Practice Test 

Unit 3 

Practice Test Paper for Unit 3 - marked in class feedback given 

26 Consolidation Consolidation of topics ready for GCSE's 

27 Consolidation Consolidation of topics ready for GCSE's 

28 Consolidation Consolidation of topics ready for GCSE's 

 


